
 

 
No.SNEA/Kerala/2019-20/56                                                                       dated 25/09/2019 
To 

The Chief General Manager (Telecom) 

BSNL, Kerala Circle 

Thiruvananthapuram 

 

Sub:- Immediate intervention to issue pending  request transfers reg:- 

 

Sir, 

Kindly recall the meeting held with your goodself on 14/8/2019 at your chamber regarding the request 

transfer of Executives for those who have completed  2 years service at difference BAs.  In the meeting 

you assured that decision regarding all the pending request transfer cases will be taken within one week.  

However nothing has materialized so far in this connection. We are in the considered opinion that the 

hard work and dedication shown by employees in general and the executives in particular in Kerala 

circle contributing to BSNL’ revenue prospects deserve reward, recognition and motivation. It is to be 

noted that this is the first time in the history of Kerala circle that transfer orders were issued in piece 

meal way. In this context, we humbly request your goodself that necessary instructions may be given to 

the concerned to issue the orders of the pending transfer requests in Kerala Circle at the earliest. 

 

Besides we would like to place some more suggestions in connection with the long stay transfer:- 

  

1. In the recently issued transfer orders one to one replacement were made at Kannur BA.  In 

additions to this 2 more LICE JTO Trainees were posted at Kannur BA.  We already pointed out 

in the meeting that one to one replacement is not required at Kannur BA as JTOs are more than 

sufficient in Kannur BA compared to other shortage BAs.  Now it is learnt that some of the 

Executives posted at Kannur BA requested for a change of posting to Malappuram BA instead of 

Kannur BA. So we request to your goodself to consider the above request and amend the order 

accordingly. 

2. Some of the anomalies in the recently issued transfer orders which we have pointed out to GM 

HR may be rectified. 

3. Though the transfer orders were issued more than one month before, none of the orders are 

implemented yet by BAs. It is requested to give a deadline to BAs else to be completed through 

ERP from Circle office. 

With kind regards,  
Sincerely Yours 

 
 

T.Santhosh Kumar 
Circle Secretary,  
SNEA Kerala                          Copy to :- The GM (HR/Admn), O/o the CGMT, BSNL, Kerala Circle 
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